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CUMULUS ® is a sensory introduction to rock climbing specifically 
designed for young children. 
Clustered together to form a fascinating shape of infinite possibilities, it aims to ignite
the imagination through sensory play. The CUMULUS standard range includes three 
sizing options, available in an endless palette of colours to suit any environment. 

Cumulus Range

CHALLENGE.PLAY. 

This pocket-sized cluster optimises any small space with its
unique appearance while offering captivating exploration
for children. The STRATO can be colour matched to blend
in or stand out from its surroundings. It is an entry level
structure that makes a statement. It invites children to
discover climbing, scrambling and dynamic movement as
never before.

The ALTO steps up in size and adds double the playspace
while keeping things at a low height.  It shares the same
flexibility in colour schemes and will work in with the
surroundings or jump out and entice the audience.

The CIRRO will be the centrepiece of any modern
playspace for young children. Its appearance and scale will
set it apart from your average playground. CIRRO reaches
for the sky, adding height and challenge. This structure will
find the climber in everyone.

STRATO

ALTO

CIRRO

*Fallzone in shaded region
  Softfall to AS 4685:1 CHALLENGE.PLAY. 
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3+ Years
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